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Abstract
Full duplex (FD) and device-to-device (D2D) communications are being considered in 
urban small cell deployment to meet the increasing mobile data traffic. Though FD com-
munications have the potential to double the network capacity, introducing both FD and 
D2D communications in small cell networks give rise to complex interference and resource 
management issues. With an intelligent resource scheduling algorithm the spectral effi-
ciency and the capacity of the small cell networks can be increased. In this paper, using 
mathematical model, we show that controlling transmission power in a small cell network 
can reduce interferences between the user equipments (UEs) and FD base station (FDBS). 
We also propose two heuristic user selection and power assignment algorithms hUSPAAs, 
a distributed hUSPAA (dhUSPAA) and a joint hUSPAA (jhUSPAA). Using hUSPAAs the 
FDBS can perform more simultaneous transmissions in the presence of D2D links. In 
order to study the performance of the proposed algorithms, we find optimal user selec-
tion and power assignment oUSPAA by solving NLP model. Simulation results show 
that oUSPAA supports simultaneous transmissions (DL + D2D, UL + D2D, DL + UL, 
DL + UL + D2D) for 80% of the time intervals. The aggregate throughput of the system 
obtained using oUSPAA is 5.5% and 20.5% greater than that obtained in Half Duplex (HD) 
and when FDBS operates at peak power, respectively, at 65 dB Self-Interference Cancella-
tion (SIC). Also, power control in the heuristics reduces the energy consumption as com-
pared to FDBS operating at peak power.

Keywords Full duplex · Device to device communication · Small cell network

1 Introduction

The latest trend of instant image uploading and live video streaming has led to an expo-
nential increase in the demand of mobile data and resulted in a bandwidth crunch. 
Telecom operators have addressed this limited availability of bandwidth by resorting 
to small cell deployments in urban areas. By employing intelligent traffic and radio 
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resource management mechanisms, dense deployment of small cells like pico cells 
and femto cells can deliver seamless network connectivity together with high system 
capacity. As the licensed spectrum is limited and expensive, the operators must employ 
efficient mechanisms for spectrum reuse to increase the system capacity. Recently 
researchers have shown that Full Duplex (FD) small cells have huge potential to drasti-
cally improve the network capacity by using the same radio resources for uplink (UL) 
and downlink (DL) communications simultaneously [1]. Another technique that can be 
used to improve the system capacity is by allowing the small cells to support Device-
to-Device (D2D) communication between proximity user equipments (UEs) [2, 3]. D2D 
communication offloads the Base Station (BS) traffic by allowing edge users to com-
municate among themselves. We will give a brief explanation of FD and D2D opera-
tions before explaining how incorporating D2D in a small cell FD cellular network can 
increase the overall system throughput.

In FD communications, a BS is capable of transmitting (in the DL to UEs) and receiv-
ing (in the UL from UEs) signals at the same time on the same channel. Theoretically 
the FD communication is capable of reducing the spectrum demand by half [4] when the 
BSs perform FD operation in all the Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs) in LTE/LTE-A 
network. FD communications lead to additional advantages like efficient energy transfer 
and information relaying in a wireless-powered relay system operating in FD mode  [5]. 
Nevertheless, due to the prevailing interference conditions in the system, FD operation 
cannot be executed in all TTIs. Also, during simultaneous transmissions and receptions at 
the BS, the BS is subjected to self interference which in turn lowers the throughput. With 
the introduction of Self-Interference Cancellation (SIC) techniques and network protocols 
such as resource management, the design of FD wireless networks has been practically 
implemented. The resource allocation problem associated with representative FD commu-
nication networks such as FD cellular and FD heterogeneous networks and key research 
directions are presented in [6].

The long held assumption that radios on the same channel must operate in half duplex 
(HD) mode, that is, either transmit or receive only, was invalidated by proposing various 
designs to build in-band FD radios. SIC techniques in FD communication challenged the 
legacy half duplex (HD) mechanism employed at the BSs. The major breakthrough in FD 
was achieved when the in-band FD WiFi radios, designed and implemented at Stanford 
University [7], achieved throughput close to double in all practical deployment scenarios. 
This was made possible by using SIC circuits and algorithms that provides the required 
110 dB SIC for standard WiFi signals. The FD WiFi radio uses a single antenna for simul-
taneous UL & DL transmissions on the same channel. Though the prototype was devel-
oped for WiFi, it can be implemented in cellular network such as LTE. The design paved 
the way for adapting the prototype to work with LTE [8]. The focus then shifted to using 
FD in small cells due to the limited practical SIC values in Macro cells [1] with literature 
addressing user selection and power assignment problems [1, 9].

Besides FD communication, D2D communications have been proposed for cellular net-
works to serve local traffic load for better user experience. The advantage in D2D com-
munication is that the proximity users under a BS coverage can directly communicate with 
each other without routing their traffic through the BS [10]. The two users performing 
direct communication, form a D2D link using radio resources provided by the BS. D2D 
links which are far away from one another can be active simultaneously due to short range 
of the D2D transmissions. Hence, with the help of D2D communications a network can 
serve more users by reusing radio resources in the D2D links. Efficient D2D communica-
tion under MBS is a well studied problem be it in terms of resource allocation for user 
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fairness [11], or joint mode selection and channel assignment, or power control [2, 12], or 
effective caching [13].

Using D2D in small cell network serves as a novel networking paradigm to sustain peak 
mobile data traffic which would otherwise require an expensive high-speed backhaul [14, 
15]. D2D serves user demands by caching popular user content in edge UEs and dissemi-
nating content between proximity devices [16]. Likewise, D2D communication for context-
aware content distribution in small cell networks is practically viable for saving resources 
on the channel and the backhaul [17]. In [3], D2D is applied in small cells by pro-actively 
caching predictable user demands at network edge to minimize peak mobile data traffic 
demands.

With all the literature available on the efficiently using FD communications and D2D 
communications in small cells, incorporating both the technologies in a single system 
opens new research avenues like analyzing the network efficiency, selecting user combina-
tions to operate simultaneously and assigning transmit power values. The class of D2D 
communication best suitable for a cellular network can be inferred from [18].

The rest of paper is organized as follows. All related work and our contributions is 
described in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the assumptions and our system model. Section 4 
explains the utility function that is considered in our algorithm. Sections 5 and 6 describes 
the peak power algorithm and optimal user selection and power assignment algorithm, 
respectively. Section  7 explains the heuristic user selection and power assignment algo-
rithms. Section 8 describes the experimental setup and presents an analysis of the numeri-
cal results obtained by simulating the proposed algorithms. Finally Sect. 9 concludes the 
work.

2  Related Work

FD communications in small cells have become popular because of practical SIC cancella-
tion mechanisms that is available for the FDBS [1]. In [1], the authors propose a joint user 
selection and power allocation algorithm for FD radios in a multi-cell small cell deploy-
ment. If the channel conditions are favorable, the system operates in FD mode otherwise it 
defaults to HD mode. A similar resource allocation problem is addressed in [9] for a two-
tier FD network. UEs may connect to a Macro BS (MBS) or a Femto BS (FBS) as deter-
mined by the power allocation algorithm. If the interference from either of the transmitters 
(the BS or the UL user) exceeds a certain threshold, then the BS allows only one operation, 
either a UL or a DL.

During peak data traffic most of the demands can be optimized by caching popular con-
tent. D2D communications increases a system capacity by leveraging on this factor. The 
authors of  [3] propose a social-aware caching via D2D to reduce the load of the smalls 
cells. The performance is impacted by the number of user requests, D2D cache size and 
number of files to be cached. Exploiting social context has practical relevance in saving 
resources on the wireless links and on the backhaul as studied in [17]. The authors show 
how a two-sided stable matching between UEs and resource blocks based on utility func-
tions that capture both wireless and social metrics. Besides documents, work has also been 
done in video content dissemination [16] for all D2D links that can coexist without inter-
ference. The authors of [19] demonstrate the significance of joint caching and scheduling 
optimization in maximizing offloading gain in D2D communications.
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In this paper, we study the potential of FD communication in a single small cell network 
with D2D links. While FD operation increase the number of simultaneous UL & DL trans-
missions in a time interval, D2D operations support communications between proximity 
UEs away from the legacy DL and UL UEs. We go for inband underlaying D2D since it 
gives the maximum spectral efficiency and Quality-of-Service (QoS) management is easy 
since the FDBS fully controls the cellular spectrum [18]. But, in such a network the inter-
ference in the system increases and the network becomes more complex. Hence, efficient 
power control and user scheduling is essential for interference management to get the ben-
efits of FD and D2D communications effectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first work which considers scheduling and optimal power control in FD small cells with 
D2D links. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Application of both FD and D2D communications to small cells. A joint optimal user 
selection and power control algorithm is proposed to visualize the potential of FD small 
cell with D2D links.

2. A distributed and a joint heuristic power control mechanisms for user selection and 
power allocation by using FD in a small cell with D2D links is proposed to show the 
practical feasibility of the proposed solution.

3. Enhanced overall system throughput is achieved by dynamic power control and user 
selection by allowing more number of simultaneous transmission of UL, DL, and D2D 
communications than fixed power systems. This paper also discusses the approach to a 
possible solution in a multi-cell scenario using our proposed algorithms.

3  System Model

The proposed system consists of an FDBS, a set of cellular UEs (CUEs) 
 (= {1, 2,… , ||}) , and a set of D2D links  (= {1, 2,… , ||}) . || and || are the total 
number of CUEs and D2D links, respectively. All CUEs have both UL and DL demand, 
and they send/receive data to/from FDBS. Each D2D link consists of two UEs (referred as 
D2Ds), a transmitter and a receiver; hence, there are 2 D2Ds in the system. The control 
channels for the D2Ds remain with the FDBS, and the D2D receiver/transmitter receives/
sends data only from/to the corresponding D2D transmitter/receiver. In the rest of this 
draft, D2D is used to refer to the receiver D2D in a D2D link unless otherwise stated. Here, 
we assume that a D2D link in the small cell is formed by the BS between two UEs when 
the data required by a UE is present in a nearby UE.

The FDBS is equipped with SIC mechanism. Since adapting SIC in an UE entails addi-
tional hardware cost and power  [1], we assume that all the UEs (CUEs and D2Ds) are 
HD. In each round of scheduling there will be at most one UL transmission, at most one 
DL transmission, and one D2D transmission. The number of D2D transmissions can be 
scaled up provided the links do not interfere with each other. The frequency of scheduling 
is adjusted depending on computation power. Typically one round of scheduling is com-
pleted latest within a single TTI. The same spectrum is used for all transmissions (DL, UL, 
and D2D).
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3.1  Possible Transmissions in Each Scheduling Interval

Allowing three simultaneous transmissions (DL, UL, and D2D) increases the spectrum 
efficiency as all these three transmissions use the same radio resource. Nonetheless, it also 
increases the interference in the system thereby reducing the Signal to Interference plus 
Noise Ratio (SINR) and throughput of the UEs which is undesirable. As a trade-off, allow-
ing only two simultaneous transmissions (DL and UL, DL and D2D, or UL and D2D) or 
only one transmission (DL or UL) in some TTIs and all three transmissions in other TTIs 
will provide better throughput than allowing three simultaneous transmissions in all TTIs. 
The following are the possible transmission combinations in a TTI: (a) A DL transmission, 
(b) An UL transmission, (c) Simultaneous DL and UL transmissions, (d) Simultaneous DL 
and D2D transmissions, (e) Simultaneous UL and D2D transmissions, and (f) Simultane-
ous DL, UL, and D2D transmissions.

3.2  Possible UE Combinations in Each Scheduling Interval

For each of the above mentioned possible transmission(s), multiple UE combinations are 
possible. For example, consider a system where there are 3 CUEs and 2 D2D links. For 
simultaneous DL and D2D transmissions, possible UE combinations are 1,1 (i.e., CUE 1 
and D2D 1 receive their respective data simultaneously), 1,2, 2,1, 2,2, 3,1, and 3,2. Simi-
larly multiple UE combinations are possible for other mentioned transmission configura-
tions. Here, the UE combination is ordered due to the nature of the user selection and power 
assignment algorithm (refer Sect. 7). The UE selected first in a UE combination may have a 
different transmit power than when the same UE is selected second in the same combina-
tion. The total number of possible UE combinations is ||(only DL) + ||(only UL)+
[|| × (|| −1)](simultaneous DL and UL) + [|| × ||](simultaneous DL and D2D)+[||
×||](simultaneous UL and D2D) + [|| × (|| − 1) × ||] (simultaneous DL, UL, and 
D2D). The possible number of UE combinations for simultaneous DL and UL (or DL, UL, 
and D2D) is [ || × (|| − 1) ] ( [|| × (|| − 1) × ||] ) not [ || × || ] ( [|(C)| × |(C)| × |(L)|] ) 
because a particular CUE cannot perform both UL and DL transmission simultaneously (all 
UEs are HD). The scheduler has to select one out of all possible UE combinations in each 
iteration such that the system throughput/utility is enhanced (explained further in Sect. 4).

3.3  SINR of the UEs

Figure 1 shows a system which consists of one FDBS, 5 CUEs, and 3 D2D links. It demon-
strates the scenario when all the three simultaneous transmissions are active, i.e., UL, DL, 
and D2D transmissions. The figure shows an instance where one DL CUE (d) i.e., CUE2, 
one UL CUE (u) i.e., CUE1, and one D2D (l) i.e., D2D1 transmitter are transmitting simul-
taneously. CUE1 interferes with CUE2 and the receiver ( lr ) of D2D1. The transmitter 
( lt ) of D2D1 interferes with the FDBS and CUE2. The FDBS interferes with the D2D1 
receiver. The figure also shows the self interference at the FDBS. The SINR of d ( SINRd ), 
u ( SINRu ), and l ( SINRl ) are given in Eqs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively, where GFDBS→dpd is the 
power received by d from the FDBS, and Gu→dpu and Glt→dpl are the interference power 
received from u and lt , respectively. Gu→FDBSpu is the power received by the FDBS from u, 
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and Glt→FDBSpl is the interference power received from lt . SIC is the self interference at the 
FDBS. Glt→lr pl is the power received by lr from lt , and GFDBS→lr and Gu→lr are the interfer-
ence power received from FDBS and u, respectively.

The definition of the notations used in Eqs. 1 to 3 is given in Table 1. The SINR value is 
used to compute the achievable throughput which, in turn, is used by the scheduler to make 
decisions regarding selection of UEs and assigning transmission power. The calculation of 
throughput and utility value is discussed in the next section.

4  Utility Function

The scheduler should maximize the system throughput and maintain some level of fairness 
to all UEs. Our objective function maximizes the logarithmic sum of the average data rate 
of all the UEs for each resource block in a TTI at time t as given in Eq. 4. The logarithmic 
sum is useful as it imparts an interesting property to the utility function as explained later 
from Eq. 4.

(1)SINRd =
GFDBS→dpd

Nd + Gu→dpu + Glt→dpl

(2)SINRu =
Gu→FDBSpu

Nu + Glt→FDBSpl +
pd

SIC

(3)SINRl =
Glt→lr pl

Nl + GFDBS→lr pd + Gu→lr pu

FDBS

D2D 1

Self interference

CUE 1
UL DL

R Txx

CUE 2

x

CUE 3
CUE 4

CUE 5

D2D 2
D2D 3

R
R

T T

x

x

x

Fig. 1  A FDBS System with CUEs and D2D links
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where, wD , wU , and wL are the UE throughput weights in the range [0,1] given to each of 
the DL CUEs, UL CUEs, and D2Ds in order to control the number of UEs served over a 
time spanning a number of TTIs. If network operator would like to allot the highest weights 
to the DL CUEs and UL CUEs, he/she can do so by setting wD = wU = 1 and wL < 1 . 
log R̄t

d
, log R̄t

u
, and log R̄t

l
 are the average achieved data rates of DL CUE d, UL CUE u, and 

D2D l, respectively at time t, and they are calculated as given below.

where, x can be DL CUE, UL CUE, or D2D. � and � are weighing factors whose value lies 
between 0 and 1, and � + � = 1 . R̄t−1

x
 is the average achieved data rate of UE x until time 

t − 1 , and R̂t
x
 is the instantaneous data rate of x at t which is calculated as given below.

where, B is the channel bandwidth, SE(⋅) is the spectral efficiency, and SINRt
x
 is the SINR 

of x at t. For a given SINRt
x
 , SE(SINRt

x
) can be calculated using the LTE CQI table [20]. 

The SE(⋅) is a step function hence it is non-continuous and non-differentiable. Using Shan-
non capacity ( B log2 (1 + SINRt

x
) ) instead of SE(⋅) will give nice (continuity and differenti-

ability) properties to R̂t
x
 , but it isn’t realistic/practical since Shannon capacity is an upper 

bound to achievable data rate as given by Shannon’s channel capacity theorem.
In order to select UEs and assign them transmission powers, the scheduler has to compute 

Eq. 4 for multiple UE combinations for every resource block which is cumbersome. To make 
the computation efficient, we derive an utility function from Eq. 4. Let the DL CUE, the UL 
CUE, and the D2D scheduled in TTI t be d∗ , u∗ , and l∗ , respectively. For all other UEs instan-
taneous data rate ( ̂Rt

x
 ) will be zero since they are not scheduled in time t. Equation 4 can be 

rewritten as follows,

(4)Ot = wD

∑
d∈

log R̄t
d
+ wU

∑
u∈

log R̄t
u
+ wL

∑
l∈

log R̄t
l

(5)R̄t
x
= 𝛽R̄t−1

x
+ 𝛾R̂t

x

(6)R̂t
x
= B × SE(SINRt

x
)

Table 1  Notations and definition Notation Definition

GFDBS→d Channel Gain from FDBS to DL CUE d
Gu→d Channel Gain from UL CUE u to DL CUE d
Glt→d Channel Gain from transmitter D2D lt to DL CUE d
Gu→FDBS Channel Gain from UL CUE u to FDBS
Glt→FDBS Channel Gain from transmitter D2D lt to FDBS
SIC Self Interference Cancellation value of the FDBS
Glt→lr Channel Gain from transmitter lt to receiver lr D2D
GFDBS→lr Channel Gain from FDBS to receiver D2D lr

Gu→lr Channel Gain from UL CUE u to receiver D2D lr

pd Transmission power of FDBS to the DL CUE d
pu Transmission power of UL CUE u
pl Transmission power of D2D transmitter l
Nd DL noise
Nu UL noise
Nl D2D noise
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Since Ot−1 , � , � , ||, and || are constant at t, Ot depends only on the remaining terms 
in the above equation. Therefore, for a given UE combination [d∗, u∗, l∗] its utility is calcu-
lated as given below (Eq. 7). The utility computed is actually the change in the logarithmic 
sum of the average throughput values. For small changes the logarithmic function gives a 
close approximation to the percentage change in the actual throughput values. Therefore by 
selecting the UE combination with the highest utility, the scheduler effectively selects the 
UE combination which gives the highest percentage change in the throughput values. Since 
instantaneous data rate ( R̂t

x
 ) is non-continuous, Utility is also non-continuous.

The computation of utility function is shown in Algorithm 1. The input parameters to 
the function are DL CUE d, UL CUE u, D2D l, and their transmission powers pd , pu , and 
pl . The function calculates the individual utility ( valued , valueu , and valuel ) of each UE and 
returns the resulting total utility.

Ot = wD

[ ∑
d∈�d∗

log R̄t
d
+ log R̄t

d∗

]
+ wU

[ ∑
u∈�u∗

log R̄t
u
+ log R̄t

u∗

]
+ wL

[ ∑
l∈�l∗

log R̄t
l
+ log R̄t

l∗

]

= wD

[ ∑
d∈�d∗

log 𝛽R̄t−1
d

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
d∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
d∗
)

]
+ wU

[ ∑
u∈�u∗

log 𝛽R̄t−1
u

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
u∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
u∗
)

]

+ wL

[ ∑
l∈�l∗

log 𝛽R̄t−1
l

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
l∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
l∗
)

]

= wD

[∑
d∈

log 𝛽R̄t−1
d

− log 𝛽R̄t−1
d∗

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
d∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
d∗
)

]
+ wU

[∑
u∈

log 𝛽R̄t−1
u

− log 𝛽R̄t−1
u∗

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
u∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
u∗
)
]
+ wL

[∑
l∈

log 𝛽R̄t−1
l

− log 𝛽R̄t−1
l∗

+ log (𝛽R̄t−1
l∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
l∗
)

]

= wD

∑
d∈

log R̄t−1
d

+ wU

∑
u∈

log R̄t−1
u

+ wL

∑
l∈

log R̄t−1
l

+ (||(wD + wU) + ||wL) log 𝛽

+ wD[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
d∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
d∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

d∗
] + wU[log (𝛽R̄

t−1
u∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
u∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

u∗
]

+ wL[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
l∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
l∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

l∗
]

= Ot−1 + (||(wD + wU) + ||wL) log 𝛽 + wD[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
d∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
d∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

d∗
]

+ wU[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
u∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
u∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

u∗
] + wL[log (𝛽R̄

t−1
l∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
l∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

l∗
]

(7)Utility =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

wD[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
d∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
d∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

d∗
]+

wU[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
u∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
u∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

u∗
]+

wL[log (𝛽R̄
t−1
l∗

+ 𝛾R̂t
l∗
) − log 𝛽R̄t−1

l∗
]
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The scheduler selects a combination of links for each resource block as the best UE 
combination, whose utility is maximum. Since the utility function (referred as UtilVal) 
requires the transmit powers as input, the power values need to be determined. If all trans-
mitters transmit at their peak power then the achieved system throughput is less than the 
case where the power levels are controlled. Intuitively, it can be said that when the UE is 
transmitting at peak power the level of interference is higher compared to the case when 
transmission power levels are controlled to reduce the interference. The Peak Power Algo-
rithm is the worst case scenario against which an optimal user selection and power assign-
ment algorithm is built. We propose two heuristic user selection and power assignment 
algorithms which is explained in detail in the following sections.

5  Peak Power Algorithm

Peak Power Algorithm (PPA) computes the utility for all possible UE combinations, and it 
selects the combination which gives the highest utility when the transmitters are transmit-
ting with peak power (refer Eq. 8). Pmax

FDBS
,Pmax

CUE
 , and Pmax

D2D
 are the maximum allowable (peak) 

transmission power of FDBS, CUE, and D2D (transmitter), respectively. d∗ , u∗, and l∗ are the 
chosen DL CUE, UL CUE, and D2D, respectively. D∗ , U∗, and L∗ in Eqs. 9 to 11 contain 
information (UE index and transmission power) of the chosen DL CUE, UL CUE, and D2D, 
respectively.

(8)

[d∗, u∗, l∗] = argmax

i ∈  ∪ {0};

j ∈  ∪ {0};

k ∈  ∪ {0};

i ≠ j

UtilVal({i,Pmax
FDBS

}, {j,Pmax
CUE

}, {k,Pmax
D2D

})

(9)D∗ = {d∗,Pmax
FDBS

}
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If no UE is selected for a particular transmission power (in DL, UL, or D2D link) then 
the corresponding value ( d∗ , u∗, or l∗ ) will be zero. Since UEs are HD, a CUE should not be 
selected for both UL and DL mode, and this is ensured by the condition i ≠ j . Note that, since 
the transmitters transmit with peak power, the minimum SINR might not be maintained for all 
the UEs in a combination. As a result most of the combinations tend to comprise of a single or 
two UEs.

Number of combinations for which PPA computes the utility value is 
(2|| + ||2 + ||2||) = (||2||) , i.e., only UL CUE, only DL CUE, one CUE and 
one D2D, two CUEs (one UL CUE and one DL CUE) and one D2D.

6  Optimal User Selection and Power Assignment Algorithm

The Optimal User Selection and Power Assignment Algorithm (oUSPAA) finds the optimal 
transmission power at which a specific UE combination achieves the maximum utility. After 
finding the optimal powers for each possible combination, the algorithm selects the combina-
tion which gives the highest utility. It also maintains a minimum threshold SINR for all of the 
combinations of UEs. oUSPAA uses the following non-linear programming (NLP) model to 
find the optimal transmission powers for a combination [i, j, k].

subject to,

where SINRmin
i

 , SINRmin
j

, and SINRmin
k

 is the minimum required SINR for DL CUE i, UL 
CUE j, and D2D k. The NLP model maximizes the utility value (Eq. 12) for the UE com-
bination [i,  j, k]. Constraints 13 to 15 ensure that the transmission power doesn’t exceed 
the peak power. Constraints 16 to 18 ensure that the SINR value of the UEs are above the 
minimum required SINR. Constraint 19 specifies the lower bound for transmission power.

oUSPAA solves the above NLP model that finds a specific UE combination and their 
optimal transmission power by using pattern search method of Direct Search Algorithm. 

(10)U∗ = {u∗,Pmax
CUE

}

(11)L∗ = {l∗,Pmax
D2D

}

(12)maximize
pi,pj,pk

UtilVal({i, pi}, {j, pj}, {k, pk})

(13)pi ≤ Pmax
FDBS

(14)pj ≤ Pmax
CUE

(15)pk ≤ Pmax
D2D

(16)SINRi ≥ SINRmin
i

(17)SINRj ≥ SINRmin
j

(18)SINRk ≥ SINRmin
k

(19)pi, pj, pk ≥ 0
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Then NLP model picks a combination which provides the highest utility as given in Eqs. 20 
to 23.

where, p∗
ijk,i

 , p∗
ijk,j

 , and p∗
ijk,k

 denotes the optimal transmission power of DL CUE i, UL CUE 
j, and D2D k, respectively in the UE combination [i, j, k]. The objective function (Eq. 12) 
of the NLP model is non-continuous and non-differentiable. Therefore, gradient based 
methods (steepest descent etc.) can’t be used to solve the model. In this work, we used 
Pattern Search Algorithm (PSA) to solve the NLP model. PSA or direct-search algorithm 
searches for a solution by varying one parameter at a time by steps of same magnitude. 
When no such increase or decrease in any parameter improves the fit, the step size is halved 
and the process is repeated until the step size is deemed to be sufficiently small.

7  Heuristic User Selection and Power Assignment Algorithm

The main objective of the heuristic User Selection and Power Assignment Algorithm (hUS-
PAA) is to find a good combination of UEs and by providing a trade-off between computation 
time and system throughput. A good combination of UEs is defined as a combination of UEs 
which gives maximum possible system throughput out of all possible UE combinations in 
each scheduling interval. hUSPAA also guarantees SINRmin for the UEs. hUSPAA uses a layer 
by layer approach (i.e., UEs are selected one-after-other) to select UEs and assign power. Five 
different solutions (combination of UEs and their transmission powers) emerge during differ-
ent instances of the algorithm. hUSPAA chooses the solution that gives the maximum utility 
value. Of the two heuristics one performs a distributed user selection and power assignment to 
the scheduled UE combination and the other performs a joint user selection and power assign-
ment to the scheduled UE combination.

7.1  Distributed hUSPAA

The distributed hUSPAA (dhUSPAA) uses the following two functions to compute the solution:

– heuristic UE Selection Algorithm (hUSA)
– heuristic Power Assignment Algorithm (hPAA)

(20)

[d∗, u∗, l∗] = argmax

i ∈  ∪ {0};

j ∈  ∪ {0};

k ∈  ∪ {0};

i ≠ j

UtilVal({i, p∗
ijk,i

}, {j, p∗
ijk,j

}, {k, p∗
ijk,k

})

(21)D∗ = {d∗, p∗
d∗u∗l∗,d∗

}

(22)U∗ = {u∗, p∗
d∗u∗l∗,u∗

}

(23)L∗ = {l∗, p∗
d∗u∗l∗,l∗

}
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7.1.1  hUSA

hUSA selects one UE out of all the competing UEs ( , or  ) for a particular transmission 
mode (DL, UL or D2D). The input parameters to hUSA are D, U, L,  and mode. D (= {d, pd}) 
is the set containing the index (d) and transmission power ( pd ) of the DL CUE who is selected 
previously in one of the lower layers or instances of hUSPAA. Similarly, U and L contain the 
information of a previously selected UL and D2D UEs, respectively. However, if no UE is 
selected for a transmission mode during the previous instances then the input value corre-
sponding to that mode will be equal to � (= {0, 0}) . Initially, the value of D, U,   and L is 
� (= {0, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}) . The input parameter mode, states the transmission mode for which 
hUSA has to select a UE. mode can either be “DL”, “UL”, or “D2D”. The hUSA is given in 
Algorithm 2.

For example, to select a DL CUE, hUSA computes the utility value of all the DL CUEs 
(i.e., all CUEs, except the CUE (u), who is already chosen for UL transmission previously 
(i.e., When U ≠ � ). For the first selected CUE, its transmission is at peak power since no other 
CUEs are yet to be selected and therefore do not interfere with or experience interference 
from the first CUE. When the next CUE is selected, its transmission power ( ≤ peakpower ) 
is allotted such that its SINR constraint and the SINR of the previous CUE are not violated 
(explained further in Sect. 7.1.2). hUSA selects and returns the UE ( i∗ ) which provides the 
highest utility at peak power which is then subjected to constraints and controlled, if required, 
by the hPAA. A similar kind of procedure is followed if mode is “UL” or “D2D”. Here, the 
peak transmission power is taken because the user which has maximum utility at peak trans-
mission power will also give a highest utility when the transmission power is controlled. The 
highest utility computed using hUSA can be further improved by adjusting the transmission 
power of i∗ . Hence, the next step is to calculate the transmission power for i∗ using hPAA.

7.1.2  hPAA

hPAA is used to assign transmission power to the UE ( i∗ ) that is selected using hUSA. The 
input parameters to hPAA are D, U, L, mode and i∗ . The hPAA is given in Algorithm 3.
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To assign transmission power for a DL CUE i∗ , hPAA first computes the minimum ( pmin
i∗

 ) 
required and maximum ( pmax

i∗
 ) allowable transmission power for that UE. pmin

i∗
 is the mini-

mum required transmission power to maintain a minimum SINR ( SINRmin
i∗

 ) for user i∗ and it 
can be calculated using Eqs. 24 and 25. Note that, only when ( U ≠ �)/(L ≠ � ), i.e., when a 
UL CUE or a D2D exists from previous layers, the UL/D2D interference will be considered. 
Otherwise, the DL CUE can transmit at peak power. Selecting i∗ brings in additional interfer-
ence in the system and degrades the SINR of already selected UEs (u or/and l). SINR of UL 
CUEs and D2Ds should not be less then SINRmin

u
 and SINRmin

l
 . Hence, there are two power 

limits ( pmax
i∗,1

 and pmax
i∗,2

 ) for the maximum allowable transmission power. Since the transmis-
sion power should not exceed peak power there is also a third limit ( pmax

i∗,3
 ). pmax

i∗
 denotes the 

minimum of the three limits to the maximum tansmission power. The computation of pmax
i∗

 is 
given in Eqs. 26 to 31. Note that the number of limits reduces if no UL CUE or/and D2D is 
already chosen by hUSPAA. Equations 32 to 36 show the computation of pmin

i∗
 and pmax

i∗
 if i∗ is 

an UL CUE. pmin
i∗

 is the minimum transmission power required to maintain a minimum SINR 
( SINRmin

i∗
).

(24)SINRmin
i∗

≤
GFDBS→i∗pi∗

Nd + Gu→i∗pu + Glt→i∗pl

(25)pmin
i∗

=
SINRmin

i∗
(Nd + Gu→i∗pu + Glt→i∗pl)

GFDBS→i∗

(26)SINRmin
u

≤
Gu→FDBSpu

Nu + Glt→FDBSpl +
pi∗

SIC
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Similar to transmission power assignment to a DL CUE, the transmission power 
assigned to a UL CUE must not degrade the SINR of the already selected UEs (d or/and l) 
and should also remain within the peak power limits. These three conditions give the three 
power limits on the maximum transmission power of a UL CUE as illustrated in Eqs. 32 to 
36.

Equations 37 to 41 show the computation of pmin
i∗

 and pmax
i∗

 if i∗ is a D2D. A D2D is 
assigned the minimum transmission power pmin

i∗
 subject to the Eq. 37. The maximum limit 

on transmission power is obtained in a similar way as for DL CE and UL CUE.

(27)pmax
i∗,1

=
Gu→FDBSpu − SINRmin

u
(Nu + Glt→FDBSpl)

SINRmin
u

SIC

(28)SINRmin
l

≤
Glt→lr pl

Nl + GFDBS→lr pi∗ + Gu→lr pu

(29)pmax
i∗,2

=
Glt→lr pl − SINRmin

l
(Nl + Gu→lr pu)

SINRmin
l

GFDBS→lr

(30)pmax
i∗,3

= Pmax
FDBS

(31)pmax
i∗

= min(pmax
i∗,1

, pmax
i∗,2

, pmax
i∗,3

)

(32)pmin
i∗

=
SINRmin

i∗
(Nu + Glt→FDBSpl +

pd

SIC
)

Gi∗→FDBS

(33)pmax
i∗,1

=
GFDBS→dpd − SINRmin

d
(Nd + Glt→dpl)

SINRmin
d

Gi∗→d

(34)pmax
i∗,2

=
Glt→lr pl − SINRmin

l
(Nl + GFDBS→lr pd)

SINRmin
l

Gi∗→lr

(35)pmax
i∗,3

= Pmax
CUE

(36)pmax
i∗

= min(pmax
i∗,1

, pmax
i∗,2

, pmax
i∗,3

)

(37)pmin
i∗

=
SINRmin

i∗
(Nl + GFDBS→ir∗pd + Gu→ir∗pu)

Git∗→ir∗

(38)pmax
i∗,1

=
GFDBS→dpd − SINRmin

d
(Nd + Gu→dpu)

SINRmin
d

Git∗→d
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hPAA evaluates the utility value at divisions + 1 points between pmin
i∗

 and pmax
i∗

 (both 
ends included). It returns the power value ( p∗ ) which provides the highest utility. Increas-
ing divisions will improve the utility value but it will also increase the computation time. 
When the minimum transmission power required to maintain the SINR value for i∗ exceeds 
the maximum transmission power which is allowed, the UE cannot be alloted a transmis-
sion power without degrading the SINR of previously selected UEs. Therefore, in this situ-
ation the particular UE is not selected at all. In a nutshell, for a given transmission mode, 
hUSA selects a UE i∗ which gives the highest utility when the transmitter is transmitting 
with peak power and then hPAA further improves the utility by assigning a transmission 
power p∗ between pmin

i∗
 and pmax

i∗
.

7.2  Working of dhUSPAA

Using hUSA and hPAA, dhUSPAA finds five different solutions (combination of UEs and their 
transmission powers) at five different stages as shown in the flowchart (refer Fig. 2). dhUSPAA 
extends the Solution obtained in one of the previous instances of the algorithm to form a new 
Solution. This section discusses the different solutions which are obtained using dhUSPAA. A 
Solution which is obtained during nth ( 1 ≤ n ≤ 5 ) instance of the algorithm is represented as 
[D∗

n
,U∗

n
, L∗

n
] , where, D∗

n
 is a set comprising the index of the selected DL CUE and its transmis-

sion power, U∗
n
 is a set comprising the index of the selected UL CUE and its transmission power 

and L∗
n
 is a set comprising the index of the selected D2D and its transmission power.

Initially, in the first phase, dhUSPAA selects a CUE ( d∗
1
 ) in DL mode at highest transmis-

sion power Pmax
FDBS

 using hUSA. Simultaneously, it also selects a CUE ( u∗
1
 ) in UL mode at Pmax

CUE
 

and a D2D ( l∗
1
 ) in D2D mode at Pmax

D2D
 . If utility corresponding to d∗

1
 is higher than both u∗

1
 and 

l∗
1
 , then, Solution1 is, D∗

1
= {d∗

1
,Pmax

FDBS
} , U∗

1
= � and L∗

1
= � . However, if the utility value of 

u∗
1
 is highest, then, Solution1 is, D∗

1
= � , U∗

1
= {u∗

1
,Pmax

CUE
} and L∗

1
= � , otherwise Solution1 is 

D∗
1
= � , U∗

1
= � and L∗

1
= {l∗

1
,Pmax

D2D
} . Solution1 contains a CUE (either UL or DL) or a D2D 

and the transmission power is its peak power.
Now, in the second phase, dhUSPAA extends Solution1 obtained in one of the three alter-

natives to arrive at Solution2 by adding another CUE in a different mode. If Solution1 has a 
CUE, then, Solution2 ([D∗

2
,U∗

2
, L∗

2
 ]) contains a DL CUE, an UL CUE and their transmission 

powers. If Solution1 contains DL CUE then in Solution2 hUSPAA (using hUSA and hPAA) 
selects a CUE in UL mode and assigns a transmission power, and vice versa. Unlike Solution1 , 
the CUE selected in Solution2 may not transmit with full power. When Solution1 has a D2D, 
dhUSPAA selects a UL CUE with the best utility at Pmax

CUE
 using hUSA and then hPAA assigns 

the transmission power. The non-zero values in Solution1 will remain same in Solution2 . For 
example, if D∗

1
≠ � then D∗

2
= D∗

1
.

dhUSPAA extends Solution2 to get Solution3 in the third phase. A D2D is selected for 
Solution3 ([D∗

3
,U∗

3
, L∗

3
 ]) when Solution2 contains a DL CUE and an UL CUE and their 

(39)pmax
i∗ ,2

=
Gu→FDBSpu − SINRmin

u
(Nu +

pd

SIC
)

SINRmin
u

Git∗→FDBS

(40)pmax
i∗,3

= Pmax
D2D

(41)pmax
i∗

= min(pmax
i∗,1

, pmax
i∗,2

, pmax
i∗,3

)
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P ∗ ← D∗
1 U∗

1 L∗
1 d∗

D∗
2 ← d∗ p∗ U∗

2 ← U∗
1 L∗

2 ← L∗
1

l∗ ← D∗
1 U∗

1 L∗
1

p∗ ← D∗
1 U∗

1 L∗
1 l∗

l∗ ← D∗
2 U∗

2 L∗
2 d∗ ← D∗

4 U∗
4 L∗

4 l∗ ← D∗
2 U∗

2 L∗
2

u∗ ← D∗
4 U∗

4 L∗
4

p∗ ← D∗
2 U∗

2 L∗
2 l∗ p∗ ← D∗

4 U∗
4 L∗

4 d∗ p∗ ← D∗
4 U∗

4 L∗
4 u∗

p∗ ← D∗
2 U∗

2 L∗
2 l∗

D∗
5 ← d∗ p∗ U∗

5 ← U∗
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5 ← L∗
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3 ← l∗ p∗ D∗
3 ← D∗
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3 ← U∗
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5 ← D∗
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4

Solution1 D∗
1 U ∗
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1

Solution2 D∗
2 U ∗

2 L∗
2

Solution4 D∗
4 U ∗

4 L∗
4 Solution2 D∗

2 U ∗
2 L∗

2 Solution4 D∗
4 U ∗

4 L∗
4

Solution3 D∗
3 U ∗

3 L∗
3

Solution5 D∗
5 U ∗

5 L∗
5

Solution3 D∗
3 U ∗

3 L∗
3 Solution5 D∗

5 U ∗
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5
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DUE

Pmax
DUE
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DUE
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CUE

Pmax
FBS
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CUE
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DUE
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1
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FBS u∗
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CUE

d∗1 ← ∅ ∅ ∅ u∗
1 ← ∅ ∅ ∅ l∗1 ← ∅ ∅ ∅

l∗1 Pmax
DUE

u∗ ← D∗
! U∗

1 L∗
1

Pmax
FBS

d∗ ← D∗
1 U∗

1 L∗
1

p∗ ← D∗
1 U∗

1 L∗
1 u∗ P ∗ ← D∗

1 U∗
1 L∗

1 d∗
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2 ← u∗ p∗ D∗

2 ← D∗
1 L∗

2 ← L∗
1

L∗
3 ← l∗ p∗ D∗

3 ← D∗
2 U∗

3 ← U∗
2

U∗
1 ← u∗
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CUE

d∗1 ←
D∗

1 ← ∅
L∗
1 ← ∅

D∗
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FBS
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U∗
1 ← ∅

L∗
1 ← ∅
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5 U∗

5 L∗
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≤ ≤
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1
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D∗
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2
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DUE
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FBS ∅ ∅ ∅ u∗
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CUE ∅

∅ u∗
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CUE ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ l∗1 Pmax
DUE

Solution1 D∗
1 U ∗

1 L∗
1

Fig. 2  Working of dhUSPAA
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transmission powers. Since, Solution3 is extended from Solution2 , D∗
3
 and U∗

3
 will be same as 

D∗
2
 and U∗

2
 , respectively. When Solution2 contains a D2D and a UL CUE, dhUSPAA selects a 

DL CUE and assigns the transmission power. Hence, in this alternative of Solution3 , U∗
3
= U∗

2
 

and L∗
3
= L∗

2
.

In the next phase, hUSPAA extends Solution1 to get Solution4 . But unlike Solution2 , this 
time it selects a D2D, when Solution1 contains a CUE. Hence, Solution4 ([D∗

4
,U∗

4
, L∗

4
 ]) con-

tains a CUE (either in UL or DL, as obtained from Solution1 ), a D2D and their transmis-
sion powers. If DL CUE is selected in Solution1 then D∗

4
= D∗

1
 and U∗

4
= � , and if UL CUE 

is selected in Solution1 then U∗
4
= U∗

1
 and D∗

4
= � . And, when Solution1 contains a selected 

D2D, dhUSPAA selects a DL CUE, assigns its transmission power, U∗
4
 is set to L∗

1
 and U∗

4
 is set 

to L∗
1
 to arrive at Solution4.

Solution4 is extended to get Solution5 ([D∗
5
,U∗

5
, L∗

5
 ]) in the last phase. This is done to 

select a CUE. Although Solution3 and Solution5 may look similar (both solutions contain a 
DL CUE, an UL CUE and a D2D) the solutions will be different due to the difference in the 
methodology used by hUSPAA to arrive at them. There are three ways of arriving at Solution3 
and Solution5 . Thus, the CUE indices and transmission powers for the CUEs in Solution3 and 
Solution5 might differ. Even if both the solutions give the same UE combination, the transmis-
sion powers may be different.

Figure 2 shows the operation of Solution1 to Solution5 . Finally, dhUSPAA compares all the 
five solutions and picks the one which gives the highest utility. The best combination of UEs 
thus selected are passed to [D∗,U∗, L∗] which is returned by the algorithm.

The time complexity of hUSA is (||) in the DL/UL mode and (||) in the D2D mode. 
The time complexity of hPAA is (divisions) . As can be inferred from the flowchart in Fig. 2, 
hUSA is invoked ten times in the DL/UL mode and five times in the D2D mode, and, hPAA is 
invoked twelve times in the course of finding the five solutions. Thus, the total time complex-
ity of hUSPAA is (10|| + 5|| + 12|divisions|).

7.3  Joint hUSPAA

The Joint hUSPAA (jhUSPAA) is the second heuristic which aims at finding a good com-
bination of UEs. The approach that jhUSPAA uses for finding the UE combination is same 
as dhUSPAA except that jhUSPAA uses only one function called Joint UE Selection and 
Power Assignment Algorithm (jUSPAA) to arrive at the solutions.

7.3.1  jUSPAA

The jUSPAA selects one out of all the competing UEs (  ,  , or  ) for a given transmission 
mode (DL, UL, or D2D). For a given transmission mode, the UE with the highest utility 
at a controlled power is selected. The input parameters to jUSPAA are D, U, L, and mode. 
D, U, and L contain the information of already selected DL, UL, and D2D UEs, respec-
tively (same as in hUSA). As in hUSA, if no UE is selected for a transmission mode during 
the previous instances then the input value corresponding to that mode will be equal to 
� (= {0, 0}) . The value of mode is either “DL”, “UL”, or “D2D”. Algorithm 4 explains the 
working of jUSPAA.

For every UE (i) in the transmission mode equal to mode, jUSPAA calls hPAA to assign 
it a transmission power ( pi ). The parameters passed to hPAA are D, U, L, i, and mode. 
Once the transmission powers for all UEs are obtained, the UE which gives the highest 
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utility by transmitting at the assigned transmission power is selected. The selected UE ( i∗ ) 
and its transmission power ( pi∗ ) are returned by jUSPAA.

The time complexity of jUSPAA is (|| × |divisions|) in the DL or UL mode and 
(|| × |divisions|) in the D2D mode. Thus jUSPAA is computationally more intensive 
than hUSA and hPAA.

7.4  Working of jhUSPAA

jhUSPAA uses jUSPAA to arrive at five different UE combination in the same flow as 
shown in Fig. 2 but uses jUSPAA to select a UE and its transmission power instead of 
using two separate functions (hUSA and hPAA). jUSPAA returns the selected UE and 
the transmitted power for the selected mode in a particular instance of the algorithm. 
The solutions are built layer by layer by extending previous solutions as explained in the 
working of hUSPAA.

8  Experimental Setup and Numerical Results

We have simulated the system model described in Sect. 3 in MATLAB. For the experi-
mental setup, there are 10 CUEs in set  who have both UL and DL demands and 5 
D2D links in set  . The CUEs send or receive data via FDBS. The CUEs and D2Ds are 
uniformly distributed in a rectangular region of dimensions 60m × 50m with the FDBS 
located at the center. The results obtained from 30 randomly generated scenarios, where 
the duration of simulation for each scenario is 100 s, is closely analyzed. In the simu-
lation scenario, we have considered all UEs to have infinitely backlogged data. Thus 
the scheduling is done per TTI for all the resources at one go. The scheduling mecha-
nism maintains a Jain’s fairness index of 0.97. The value of Jain’s fairness index varies 
from 0 to 1 where 1 indicates maximum level of throughput fairness to UEs. The Jain’s 
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fairness index is a well-known indicator for measuring fair allocation of resource blocks 
to UEs [21]. The SIC values range from 65 to 95 dB. Nonetheless, the self-interference 
at the FDBS at 65 dB SIC poses a greater challenge to simultaneous transmissions and 
therefore better demonstrates the potential of our proposed oUSPAA. Other simulation 
parameters considered in our experimental scenarios are mentioned in Table 2.

8.1  Establishing oUSPAA as a Better Option to HD and PPA

Here we discuss the performance of the FDBS in PPA and oUSPAA with reference to HD 
FBS in PPA for equal UE throughput weightages ( wD = wU = wL = 1 ). In HD FBS, only 
one CUE can transmit/receive data to/from the FBS in a TTI. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
CDF plots of throughput for DL and UL CUEs, respectively, at 65 dB SIC. The CDF of the 

Table 2  Simulation parameters Parameter Value

Femto Max Transmit Power ( Pmax
FDBS

) 1.78 dBm
UL CUE Max Transmit Power ( Pmax

U
) 0.78 dBm

D2D link Max Transmit Power ( Pmax
L

) 0.78 dBm
Path Loss (dB) (distance (R) in km) LOS: 89.5+16.9 log10(R)

NLOS: 147.4 + 43.3 log10(R)
Thermal Noise Density −174 dBm/Hz
DL, UL, and D2D noise figures 8, 9, and 8 dB
Simulation time 100 s
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Beta 0.99
Gamma 0.01

Fig. 3  CDF of DL throughputs in 
HD, PPA, and oUSPAA
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throughputs when FBS operates in HD is worse than both PPA and oUSPAA in the DL. The 
CDF plot for the HD throughput is slightly better than PPA in the UL since the UL CUEs 
are most affected by peak power transmissions. The oUSPAA and PPA gives an improve-
ment of 28.4% and 18.4%, respectively, in the DL, over HD mode. oUSPAA improves the 
UL throughput by 28.6% and 18.6% with respect to PPA and HD mode, respectively.

In Fig.  5, the HD gives a CDF of D2D throughput (31.35  Mbps) which is better 
than both PPA (20.26 Mbps) and oUSPAA (25.90 Mbps) for a majority of D2D links. 

Fig. 4  CDF of UL Throughputs 
in HD, PPA, and oUSPAA
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Fig. 5  CDF of D2D Throughputs 
in HD, PPA, and oUSPAA
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This is because in the HD mode, in one TTI, the interference is caused either by a UL 
CUE or the HD FBS, while, in the FD mode, the interference to the D2D link in one 
TTI is caused by a UL CUE and the FDBS (i.e., DL). However, for the D2Ds with high 
throughputs the oUSPAA performs best due to the apllied user selection and power con-
trol which effectively mitigates the interference levels. The aggregate system throughput 
in oUSPAA is 74.88 Mbps which is 5.54% greater than that in HD and 20.55% greater 
than that in PPA.

The percentage of simultaneous transmissions (FD mode) and the percentage of only 
UL transmissions or DL transmissions (in HD and FD mode) can be observed in Fig. 6. 
The mode distribution is computed per TTI and averaged over all scenarios. The number 
of simultaneous transmissions occur for 80% of the time intervals in oUSPAA which is 
17% greater than the percentage of FD transmissions that occur in PPA. Since PPA allows 
simultaneous transmissions for only 63% of the time intervals, we need dynamic user 
selection and power control mechanism to improve the simultaneous transmission per TTI. 
The mode distribution also explains the higher D2D throughput values in the HD mode. 
From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the D2D transmissions occur for 78% of the time intervals 
in HD mode which is greater than that in PPA (55%) and in oUSPAA (62%).

oUSPAA not only increases number of simultaneous transmissions but also boosts the 
DL and UL throughputs. The average transmission power of the FDBS is 0.7 mW and that 
of the UL and D2D are 1.08 mW and 0.47 mW, respectively, which makes it more energy 
efficient than PPA and the HD mode.

8.2  Evolution of the hUSPAAs

This section provides a detailed evaluation of the performance of oUSPAA and hUSPAAs 
by comparing the CDF plots of the DL, UL, D2D throughputs obtained for SIC value of 
65 dB for equal UE throughput weightages ( wD = wU = wL = 1).

The CDF of the throughputs obtained for UL CUEs, DL CUEs, and D2Ds is given in 
Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. The hUSPAAs discussed in Sect. 7 gives one of the five pos-
sible outcomes. The effect of the power control is most evident in the UL throughput (refer 
Fig. 7) because the self-interference reduces when the FDBS transmits at a lower power. 
Thus, the UL throughput CDF of the hUSPAAs are very close to that of oUSPAA with the 
decrease in the UL throughput being only 2% to 3% of that obtained using oUSPAA.
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Fig. 6  Mode distribution of different UE combinations
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Since the self-interference factor does not play a role in DL and D2D transmission, 
their throughput improvement over PPA (2.7% in dhUSPAA and 3.4% in jhUSPAA)is 
credited to the proper user selection by hUSA and power assignment by hPAA. The 
average throughput for the D2D links is high due to the proximity of the D2Ds compris-
ing a D2D link. Using dhUSPAA and jhUSPAA decreases the D2D throughput obtained 

Fig. 7  CDF of UL throughputs 
in oUSPAA, dhUSPAA, and 
jhUSPAA
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Fig. 8  CDF of DL throughputs in oUSPAA, dhUSPAA, and jhUSPAA
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using oUSPAA by 14.5% and 5.4%, respectively. These observations can be made from 
the Table  3 which gives the aggregate throughput in DL (Inc. DL TP), UL (Inc. UL 
TP), and D2D (Inc. D2D TP). The transmission powers in the dhUSPAA are closer to 
the optimal than jhUSPAA. Thus the energy spent while using dhUSPAA is lower than 
jhUSPAA. Also, since the time complexity of jhUSPAA is higher than dhUSPAA, jhUS-
PAA is not suitable for time constrained environment.

8.3  Effect of SIC Values on the Aggregate Throughput

Figure 10 shows the variation of the aggregate system throughput for a range of SIC values 
(65 dB to 105 dB) with equal UE throughput weightages ( wD = wU = wL = 1 ) averaged 
over 30 scenarios and plotted with a confidence interval of 95%. Intuitively power control 
should become more effective with increasing SIC values. The changing SIC values does 
not affect the curve for HD because there are no simultaneous transmissions and hence, no 
self-interference. At higher SIC values (above 95 dB), the self-interference becomes negli-
gible. As a result, as the SIC values increase, the effect of self-interference reduces and the 
curve of the aggregate system throughput becomes flatter. It can be observed from the fig-
ure that the oUSPAA gives the highest aggregate throughput. With controlled transmission 

Fig. 9  CDF of D2D Throughputs 
in oUSPAA, dhUSPAA, and 
jhUSPAA
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Table 3  Aggregate throughputs and transmission powers for different algorithms

Algorithm DL Agg. 
Thr. 
(Mbps)

UL Agg. 
Thr. 
(Mbps)

D2D 
Agg. Thr. 
(Mbps)

Agg. Thr. (Mbps) DL Tx 
Power 
(mW)

UL Tx 
Power 
(mW)

D2D Tx 
Power 
(mW)

oUSPAA 26.13 22.86 25.90 74.89 0.7 1.08 0.47
dhUSPAA 24.63 22.39 22.13 69.14 0.79 1.16 0.452
jhUSPAA 24.84 22.22 24.50 71.56 0.81 1.16 0.35
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power, instances of simultaneous transmissions (a single or two CUEs with a D2D trans-
mission) increases thereby increasing the overall system performance. The plots for jhUS-
PAA and dhUSPAA are closer to the oUSPAA than PPA which implies that the performance 
of the hUSPAAs are comparable to oUSPAA. Since, the running time of hUSPAAs is also 
less than oUSPAA, hUSPAA are efficient algorithms applicable in practical situations. The 
jhUSPAA performs slightly better than dhUSPAA because in the former a user in a particu-
lar mode in a particular instance of the algorithm is selected by assigning the transmis-
sion powers to all users in that mode and then choosing the user which gives the highest 
utility. While, in dhUSPAA, a user is selected based on its utility value at peak power and 
then assigned the transmission power. In such cases, sometimes, there may be another user 
which may not give the highest utility at peak power but, whose utility is highest among 
other users in the same mode when operating at controlled transmission power.

The performance of HD is very close to jhUSPAA and dhUSPAA at 65 dB SIC value. 
This is attributed to higher number of D2D transmissions in HD mode as discussed in the 
previous results (refer Sect. 8.1). At 65 dB the aggregate D2D thoughput is 31.35 Mbps 
in the HD, 21.43  Mbps in dhUSPAA and 25.08  Mbps in jhUSPAA. As the SIC value 
increases, the UL and DL throughputs improve drastically and, this together with the sta-
ble D2D throughput increases the aggregate system throughput in oUSPAA, jhUSPAA and 
dhUSPAA while that in HD remains constant.

It can be concluded from the Fig. 10 that increasing the SIC values above 95 dB does 
not greatly increase the aggregate throughput of the system. In effect, even though high 
SIC values help in reducing interference, the throughput does not vary significantly. There-
fore, for the rest of the evaluations, the results presented have been obtained at SIC value 
of 95 dB.

8.4  Evaluation of hUSPAA at Different UE Throughput Weightages

This section focuses on how different UE throughput weights in the utility function affect 
the system throughput. Here, we assume a SIC of 95 dB for FDBS as maximum aggregate 
throughput is achieved as shown in previous section. The CDF of throughput in the DL, 
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UL, and D2D is shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. The throughput weights take the values 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. As the throughput weightage for a particular mode increases the num-
ber of UEs selected in that mode over a time period increases.

Figure  11 shows the throughputs in the UL, DL, and D2D link while varying the DL 
throughput weightage wD in the dhUSPAA and jhUSPAA, respectively. As expected, the DL 
throughput increases and becomes comparable to the UL throughput with the increase in wD . 
The UL throughput decreases slightly (by 1 Mbps) and the D2D throughput decreases by less 
than 10 Mbps. However, the aggregate system throughput remains more or less constant at 
84 Mbps using dhUSPAA and at 85 Mbps using jhUSPAA.

Similarly, Fig. 12 shows the throughputs in the UL, DL and D2D link while varying the 
UL throughput weightage wU in the dhUSPAA and jhUSPAA, respectively. Here also, as wU 
approaches 1, the UL throughput increases and becomes comparable to DL throughput. The 
D2D and DL throughputs decrease very slightly because of more UEs selected in UL mode. 
The aggregate system throughput in this case is maintained close to 83 Mbps using dhUSPAA 
and 84 Mbps using jhUSPAA.

In Fig. 13 the effect of different D2D throughput weightages is observed. The DL and UL 
throughputs decrease ever so slightly as wL increases while the D2D throughputs increase by 
almost 10 Mbps. For varying wL , the aggregate system throughput lies near 84 Mbps using 
dhUSPAA and 85 Mbps using jhUSPAA.

Another noticeable result is the effect of increasing D2D weight on the number of FD 
mode transmissions. As wL increases to 1, the chances of selecting a D2D link in each TTI 
increases which introduces additional interference in the system. The average transmission 
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power of the UL CUE and FDBS in the DL goes up to mitigate this interference. As the aver-
age transmission power in the DL and UL goes up the chances of FD transmission goes down 
due to stricter SINR constraints. Thus, the percentage of FD mode transmissions goes down as 
wL approaches 1.

8.5  Running Time Analysis

The running times are obtained on a workstation having the following configuration: Intel 
17 with 8 Cores at 2.40 GHz each and 12 GB RAM. Figures 14 and 15 compare the run-
ning time and aggregate throughput of the system in jhUSPAA and dhUSPAA. The results 
are obtained for 30 different scenarios and plotted with a confidence interval of 95%. The 
aggregate throughput of both the hUSPAAs remains between 80 Mbps and 90 Mbps for 9 
to 33 UEs in the system and stabilizes for more than 30 UEs. The aggregate throughput of 
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dhUSPAA is slightly lower than jhUSPAA, the difference being less than 2.2 Mbps. This is 
because, as discussed earlier, the function hUSA in dhUSPAA selects a UE in a particular 
mode if it gives the highest utility at peak power and then assigns the transmission power. 
But, jhUSPAA computes the transmission power of all UEs in a particular mode before 
selecting the UE giving the highest utility value. Thus, the UE selection by jhUSPAA is 
better than dhUSPAA. However, the running time of dhUSPAA increases marginally with 
the number of UEs, as the running time is proportional to the number of UEs in the system. 
The running time of jhUSPAA increases significantly with the UEs than dhUSPAA since 
the running time is proportional to the number of UEs in the system and the number of 
divisions between lower and higher bounds on the transmission power.

8.6  Discussion

When multiple FDBS are deployed in our simulation set-up, our proposed dhUSPAA algo-
rithm can run independently and find the best UL, DL and D2D. In multiple FDBS sce-
nario, the interference from neighboring cells may increase the complexity of interference 
mitigation techniques. For running dhUSPAA in a multi-cell scenario, the Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 
would have to be modified to include interference from neighboring cells for calculating 
the SINR of the UEs. But, since we use power control, the inter-cell interference is greatly 
reduced.

As a future work we would like to extend our system model to support multiple small 
cells considering interference from neighboring small cells. In such a scenario, the com-
putational complexity of dhUSPAA can be reduced by one third by removing D2D in layer 
one in order to compensate the additional complexity of considering neighboring cell UEs 
in hUSA and hPAA. When the operator does not need a high number of D2D links in 
the system, D2D may be removed from layer one in addition to reducing D2D throughput 
weightage in the utility function. Table  4 shows the relative performances of dhUSPAA 
with and without a D2D in the first layer. As is evident from the table, without D2D in the 
first layer, dhUSPAA gives a little higher DL and UL throughput and the D2D throughput 
is little lower. There are very little variations in the transmission powers and the aggregate 
throughput of the system.

9  Conclusion

In this paper, we formulated an optimal user selection and power allocation algorithm 
which exploits the potential of FD small cells supporting D2D links. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first work on FD small cells supporting D2D links. Since oUSPAA 

Table 4  Performance of dhUSPAA with and without D2D in the first layer

dhUSPAA DL Agg. 
Thr. 
(Mbps)

UL Agg. 
Thr. 
(Mbps)

D2D 
Agg. Thr. 
(Mbps)

Agg. Thr. 
(Mbps)

DL Tx 
Power 
(mW)

UL Tx 
Power 
(mW)

D2D Tx 
Power 
(mW)

With D2D in 
Layer 1

24.63 22.39 22.13 69.14 0.79 1.16 0.452

Without D2D 
in Layer 1

24.72 22.67 21.43 68.82 0.86 1.16 0.4
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solves a NLP problem, we proposed two heuristics (dhUSPAA,jhUSPAA) and evaluated 
them by simulating the algorithms in real time scenarios. The heuristics help in increasing 
the aggregate system throughput by careful selection of UEs such that the interference in 
the system is controlled. The oUSPAA shows that 80% of the time intervals for simultane-
ous transmissions, i.e., DL + D2D, UL + D2D, DL + UL, DL + UL + D2D. The aggre-
gate throughput of the system obtained using oUSPAA is 5.5% and 20.5% greater than that 
obtained in HD and when FDBS operates at peak power, respectively, at 65 dB SIC. The 
dynamic power control also provides overall energy saving in the network.
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